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Glycoconjugates belong without doubt to the most complex
and diverse molecules found in nature. They are crucial for
both prokaryotic and eukaryotic life despite the fact that the
glycosylation pathways and building blocks do diverge tre-
mendously between the different phylogenetic kingdoms [1].
Research over the past decades has impressively demonstrated
the importance of glycoconjugates in numerous, almost un-
countable aspects of cellular life such as cell-cell interaction,
pathogen recognition, immune system modulation cell adhe-
sion, endocytosis, receptor activation, signal transduction or
molecular trafficking [1, 2]. Glycoproteins represent one par-
ticular large group of glycoconjugates that are the major focus
of this Glycomics and Glycoproteomics special issue. The
ultimate aims of these –omics branches range from detection
and sequencing of glycans and glycoproteins, understanding
the basic principles of protein glycosylation function to the
identification of glycan & glycoprotein based disease markers
or therapeutic targets. Deciphering disease induced molecular
effects associated with altered glycosylation patterns has un-
covered fundamental relationships of health and disease state
with associated glycosylation patterns. Moreover, the tremen-
dous complexity of glycoconjugates within a single organism,

their systematic sequencing and collection of these data still
represent major challenges towards a global understanding of
the effects glycosylation alterations induce in living beings.

Accounting for the needs of the community to also have
dedicated, high quality publication platforms Glycoconjugate
Journal has decided to make a long-term commitment in es-
tablishing a special section dedicated to Glycomics &
Glycoproteomics. In the light of recent developments on the
reporting of experimental procedures, the MIAPE and
MIRAGE guidelines [3–5] also serve as a basis to support
researchers in the field, and Glycoconjugate Journal supports
these developments and recommends any future submissions
to follow these guidelines in the best possible manner. Also
with regard to the depiction of glycan structures and
glycoconjugates in general the guidelines as recently proposed
by the editors of the third edition of the BEssentials of
Glycobiology^ should be followed [6].

This inaugural special issue highlights a diverse set of in-
teresting topics: eight review and seven original research arti-
cles cover a wide range of glycomics and glycoproteomics
methods, their clinical applications but also touch on aspects
of novel dedicated databases. In general, the Glycomics &
Glycoproteomics section welcomes submissions from a di-
verse range of topics including (but not limited) to synthetic,
analytical and technological advances as well as structural and
functional aspects of glycosylation including bacterial glyco-
sylation. For the Glycomics & Glycoproteomics section of
Glycoconjugate Journal, papers covering bioinformatics as-
pects are also of high interest as bioinformatics tools are key
for advancing the analysis of glycoconjugates. The same
holds true for dataset briefs that can provide a crucial basis
for researchers in various scientific branches.Wewould like to
invite researchers across the disciplines and continents to con-
sider submission of suitable articles to the Glycomics &
Glycoproteomics section in Glycoconjugate Journal and look
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forward to receiving interesting cutting edge submissions for
this new section.
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